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----- •Measurements of the dependence of snow albedo on wavelength, zenith angle, grain size, impurity
/cc tent, and cloud cover can be interpreted in terms of single-scattering and multiple-scattering

ative transfer theory. Ice is very weakly absorptive in the visible (minimum absorption at)*= 0.46
73)but has strong absorption bands in the near infrared (near IR). Snow albedo is therefore much
lower in the near IR. The near-IR solar irradiance thus plays an important role in snowmelt and in the
energy balance at a snow surface. The near-IR albedo is very sensitive to snow grain size and
moderately sensitive to solar zenith angle. The visible albedo (for pure snow) is not sensitive to these
parameters but is instead affected by snowpack thickness and parts-per-million amounts (or less) of
impurities. Grain size normally increases as the snow ages, causing a reduction in albedo. If the grain
size increases as a function of depth, the glbedo may suffer more reduction in the visible or in the near
IR, depending on the rate of grain size increase. The presence of liquid water has little effect per se on

_,-snow..•_pical properties in the solar spectrum, in contrast to its enormous effect on microwave
emissivity.-Snoi albedo is increased at all wavelengths as the solar zenith angle increases but is most
sensitive around4Y = 1441.t Many apparently conflicting measurements of the zenith angle dependence
of albedo are diffict,'to interpret because of modeling error, instrument error, and inadequate
documentationfrain size, surface roughness, and incident radiation spectrum. Cloud cover affects
snow albedo-both by converti direct radiation into diffuse radiation and also by altering the spectral

, Aisnioution of the radiation .; npcoollyintegmae¢-snow-
albedo. Some measurements f spectral flux extinction in snow are difficult to reconcile with the
spectral albedo measurements. The bidirectional reflectance distribution function which apportions
the reflected solar radiation among the various reflection angles must be known in order to interpret
individual satelite measurements. It has been measured at the snow surface and at the top of the
atmosphere, but its dependence on wavelength, snow grain size, and surface roughness is still
unknown. Thermal infrared emissivity of snow is close to 100% but is a few percent lower at large
viewing angles than for overhead viewing. It is very insensitive to grain size, impurities, snow depth,
liquid water content, or density. Solar reflectance and microwave emissivity are both sensitive to
various of these snowpack parameters. However, none of these parameters can be uniquely
determined by satellite measurements at a single wavelength; a multichannel method is thus necessary
if they are to be determined by remote sensing.
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sd68 WAREN: OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SNOW

wi standing the optical proper-ties of snow in the solar and In general, the albedo depends on the distribution ol incident
infrared regions of the spectrum. The most recent review radiation with angle. -0
article was that of Mellor [1977]. However, the modeling The spectrally integrated albedo is what is measiwar yby
papers of Wiscombe and Warren [1980a] (hereafter WWI) unfiltered radiometers:
and Warren and Wiscombe [1980] (hereafter WWII) included faAo, X)F 1 (0, X) A
considerable review material. They reviewed earlier theoret- d -(00) =__,_)__(,
ical models, snow aibedo observations, and the complex fF 1 (0, X) dA
index of refraction of ice and reviewed (where necessary to where F 1 (0, X) is the spectral downflux of solar radiation at
Sompare with model results) observations of the dependence the surface. The value of d thus depends not only on the I:
of snow albedo on wavelength, grain size or age, liquid water snow properties and on the sun angle but also on the
content, solar zenith angle, cloud cover, snowpack thick- atmospheric composition (water vapor content, cloud thick-
ness, and snow density.

ness, etc.), which affects the spectral distribution of the
This article gives a more thorough review of observations s

and modeling than Aid WWI, treats flux extinction and sulgt
bidiretional recthane asd wel teats lbedobu t espnctionally It is often convenient to normalize the bidirectional reflec-
bidirectionaltance relative to the albedo. Thus in Figure 14 below is
reviews the considera fe work done since WWI and WWII plotted not R but rather the anisotropic reflectance function

were written, pointing out topics foi further research where pi

theories and observat ons are lacking or in conflict.
This review of optial properties is limited to the parts of 0o, 0', 4/- 4%) = VrR(0o, 6', 0' - 40o)/aA (O) (1)

the electromagnetic spectrum which are important for deter-
mining the climatic role of snow and for affecting snowmelt. The spectral emissivity E(0, X) depends on emiss~on angle

These are the solar (0.3 _ A < 5 pm) and thermal infrared (5 0 and is equal to the absorptivity or the coalbedo [I -a,

Ssk 40 pm) wavelengths. (Radiation of wavelcngth shorter A e)] by Kirchhomfs law [Siegel and Howeal, ( 972]. I
than 0.3 jAn is absorbed in the upper atmosphere and does Deep in a homogeneous snowpack (uniform density and
not reach the surface.) Other parts of the spectrum (micro- grain size distribution and far from any boundaries) the

waves) will be mentioned only for the purpose of contrastive !pectral flux F I (k) is attenuated approximately exponen-

analysis in the discussion of the far-field assumption in tially:
scattering theory and in the discussion of remote sensing. F 4 OX, z + Az) - F 4 (X, z)e-

where K.,(,) is the flux extinction coefficient:B. DEFINITIONS |

Definitions for reflectance are given by Siegel and Hoowell K•(A) = dIn F a(A) = -I dF4(A)
[1972, pp. 47-88) and by Nicodemus et al. [1977]. dz F I () dz C

The reflected radiation is not perfectly diffuse but is Ks-' is often reported in units of geometric depth, but it is
unevenly distributed among the reflection angles according better expressed in units of liquid equivalent depth in order
to t:,!" bidirectional reflectance distribution function to avoid effects of snow density variation.
(BRDF). This function R has units sr-t: Tht important quantities for calculating snowmelt are the

dI(0', X'. A) surface albedo and emissivity. The important quantities for
R( 00, Y', #0, A) = the earth radiation budget are the planetary albedo and the 8-SpodF(9o, 4o, A) to 12-pm window en issivity. None of these are measured by

where (00, 450) is the incident (zenith, azimuth) angle, p. = narrow field of view satellites, which instead measure the -
cos 00, (6', 4V) the reflection angle, X the wavelength, F the planetary bidirectional reflectance R over a particular wave-
incident flux (on a surface normal to the beam), and I the length band. This can be converted to planetary albedo for
reflected intensity. Unless the surface has azimuthally de- the same wavelength band if the anisotropic reflectance
pendeat surface features, such as the sastrusi orienttd with functionf is known. Further conversion to a surface albedo
their long axes parallel to the prevailing wind at the south requires knowledge of the atmospheric vertical structure. -

pole [Carroll and Fitch, 19?1], the dependence of R on both Other symbols used in the paper are as follows: I
4,, and 4.' reduces to a dependence only on the relative g(x, m) single-scattering asymmetry parameter;
azimuth ld a- 4. K,(.X) absorption coefficient of pure, bubble-free,

The albedo a, is the 'spectral directional-hemispherical polycrystalline ice; A
reflectance'; it is the integral of R over all reflection angles: K,(X) flux extinction coefficient for snow;

-m(A) 2 m,i(X) - im,,(X) complex refractive index of ice;
aAso, A) = di' R(Oo, 6', X', A) d4' Qex(x, m) single-scattering extinction efficiency;

r snow grain radius;
More simply stated, the albedo is just the upflux divided by x size parameter, equal to 2=/A;
the downflux at a particular wavelength, usually measured p, snow density;
just above the snow surface. 6 single-scattering albedo.

The albedo for hemispherically isotropic incident radiation
is the diffuse albedo ad:

C. OPTICAL CONSTANTS OF ICE

ad(h) 2 poa.(po, A) dpo Theoretical models of the optical properties of snow
Jo) require s input the Laboratory measurements of the refrac-
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Sfive index m,, and absorption coefficient K, of pure ice as did O'Neill and Gray [1973] for broadband-filtered sunlight,

fulctions of wavelength. They are combined as the complex 0.3-1.1 /pm. However, Warren and Wiscombe [1980, p. )t
indcx of refraction m = m, - imim, where Kj = 4mnn/X. 2742] think that these snow samples were probably some-

Of particular importance for solar albedo calculations are -,&hat contaminated and that pure snow would require 4 tim',s
the recent measurements of c,{), 0.4/an m X -5 1.4 Am, by this thickness to reach within 3% of the semi-infinite albedo. |I
Grenfell and Perovich [1981]. The absorption coefficient is The reduction of albedo due to snow aging has been
so small in the visible wavelengths that, to measure it documented for visible wavelcngths by Holmgren [1971] and
accurately, blocks of bubble-free ice as long as 2.8 m had to Grenfell and Maykut [1977] and for the near IR by O'Brien
be grown in order to obtain sufficient light attenuation. and Munis [1975]. Grenfell et al. [1981] studied the progress

For 1.4 s X :< 2.8 Am we recommend the values of m(k) of spectral albedo changes (0.4 :- X :5 2.5 pm) due to snow I
compiled by WWI, and for 2.8 5 X -s 33 pm we recommend aging.

the measurements by Schaaf and Williams [1973]. The Spectrally detailed measurements are necessary for an
optical constants of ice from 45-nm to 8.6-m wavelength are understanding of the physical processes affecting snow albe-
reviewed by S. G. Warren (unpublished manuscript, 1981). do. Many of these measurements were reviewed by WWI

and WWII. The most accurate measurements are probably
D. MEASUREMENTS OF REFLECTION AND TRANSMISSION the following. Albedo measurements in four spectral bands

OF LIGHT BY SNOW for clean Antarctic snow were made by Liljequist [1956].

1. Albedo High spectral resolution albedo measurements were report-
ed for 0.4 < X -s 1.0 pm on the Arctic Ocean by Grenfell and

All-wave albedo has been routinely measured on polar Maykut [1977], forO.4- X:5= 1.5 pm at South Pole Station by
expeditions for many years. Time series of albedo show high Kuhn and Siogas [1978], for 0.45- X: 2.5 pm in the Cascade
all-wave albedos (75-90%) in late winter and early spring, Mountains by Grenfell et a!. (1981], and for 0.34 - X < !.1
dropping as snowmelt begins to about 60%. Such time series pm on the Great Lakes by Bolsenga (1981].
have been reported for Greenland by Ambach [1963] and Grenfell and his colleagues have developed a portable (16
Diamond and C rdel [ 1956]; for Barrow (Alaska) by May kut kg) scanning spectrophotometer for field measurements. The
and Church (1973]; for McCall Glacier (Brooks Range, instrument described by Roulet et al. [1974] was useful for
Alaska) by Wendler and Weller [1974]; for McGill Ice Cap 0.4 - X - 1.0 pm; it has been improved by Grenfell (1981]
(Canada) by Havens (1964]; and for snow-covered sea ice in with the use of a circular variable "nterference filter for X <
the Antarctic by Weller [1968] and in the Arctic by Langle- 1.375Upm (resolution AX - 0.03 pm) and fixed wavelength
ben (1971]. Summaries of monthly average or seasonal filters to extend the wavelength range out to 2.45 pm (AX
average all-wave albedos have been reported for Antarctic 0.1 pm).
stations by W. Schwerdtfeger [1970, p. 258] and for drifting
ice islands in the Arctic by Chernigovskii [1963, p. 269]. For 2. Bidirectional Reflectance
the Antarctic Plateau, where snow never melts, Schwerdt-
feger found that 'a useful value of 0.8 as the lower limit of The bidirectional reflectance measurements of O'Briensurface albedo appears to be certain." and Munis [1975] were designed principally to investigate

Apart from these routine measurements, problem-directed the spectral dependence of reflectance for 0.6 s \ -s 2.5 AM;
research has sought to identify the factors influencing snow only a narrow range of incidence and detector angles was
albedo. The albedo of both dry snow and melting snow is employed. Although they are not albedo measurements,
normally found to increase as solar zenith angle increases, as they were used as proxy evidence for near-IR spectral
measured by Hubley [1955], Liljequist (1956], Rusin (1961], albedo and its dependence on snow age by the albedo- r
Brazgin and Koptev [1969], Korffet al. [1974], and Carroll modeling efforts of Choudhury and Chang [1979a, b] and
and Fitch [1981]. These measurements are examined in Wiscombe and Warren [1980a].
section J2 below. Some workers, however, found the oppo- Measurements of spectrally integrated bidirectional reflec-
site trend. Havens [1964] reported highest albedos at mid- tance over a large range of angles were made by Dirmhirn
day, as did Kondratiev et al. [1964]. and Eaton [1975]. Measurements over a restricted range of

Cloud cover affects both the spectral distribution of irradi- angles but for a variety of snow types %%ere reported by
ance and the effective incident zenith angle. It normally Middleton and Mungall [;952]. Section L below reviews

S causes an increase in all-wave snow albedo. An increase of these as well as the aircraft measurements of Griggs and
5-10% relative to clear-sky albedo was found by Liliequist Marggraf [1967] and Salomonson and Marlatt [1968a, b].

_ (1956] and 11% by Weller [1968], both on the Antarctic The dependence of the BRDF on wavelength, grain size, and
coast, and 5-7% by Hanson [1960] at the south pole. surface irregularity has not been adequately studied either

However, Carroll and Fitch [1981] have now found cloud experimentally or theoretically.
X_ V cover to reduce albedo at the south pole; this can be

3. Flux Extinctionattributed to the unusually steep dependence of albedo on
zenith angle which they find, described in section J2 below. The monochromatic flux extinction coefficient KA,) de-
Grenfell et al. [19811 found snow albedo to increase with creases rapidly with depth near the surface where a signifi-
cloud optical thickness at a mid-latitude site. cant fraction of the upwelling radiation escapes the snow-

* _a~ The effect of snow thickness on the albedo of a thin pack. Below a few centimeters depth the effect of the top
snowpack over a black surface was investigated by Giddings boundary is no longer noticeable, and one measures an
and LaChapelle [1961] for monochromatic light at X = 0.59 'asymptotic' monochromatic flux extinction coefficient
pm. They found the snow albedo to reach within 3% of its which is independent of depth for a homogeneous snowpack.

~ asymptotic value at a depth of I• 'liquid equivalent), as The asymptotic flux extinction coefficient has been mea-

AL~
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TABLE l. Models for the Optical Properties of Snow

Grain Wavelength Anisotropic
Input Size Dependence Scattering Sun Angle Thin Snow

Reference Parameters Enters Examined Considered Dependence Treated Comments

Dunkle and Bevons t, nm as t yes yes for diffuse incidence and high
[19561 albedo

Giddings and LaChapelle I. m,,, as I yes for diffuse incidence and high
(1961) albedo

Barkstrom [1972) (3,06 yes must be tuned
Barkstrom and Querfeld 6. g, 0o yes yes yes yes unrealistic g

[19751
Bohren and Barkstrom r, m yes yes for diffuse incidence and

[1974) high albedo
Berger [19791 m, p, yes yes yes for high infrared emissivity
Choudhury and Chang r. m, Pi yes yes yes yes for diffuse incidence and

11979a, b) albedo ;;0.1
Wiscombe and Warren r, m, 00 yes yes yes yes yes used in this paper

[1980a]
Choudhury and Chang r, m, 00, s2  yes yes yes yes "surface reflection' included

[19811

Symbols used are as follows: g, single-scattering as) mmetry parameter; 1, photon mean path length through ice; m = m,, - ima,,,, complex
index of refraction of ice; r, snow grain radius; s2, variance of surface facet slopes; r, ice lamina thickness; ,3, single-scattering backscattered
fraction; 90, solar zenith angle; p,, snow density; and 6, single-scattering albedo.

sured as a function of wavelength by Liljequist [19561 and experimental data. Because these models are computational-
with better spectral resolution by Grenfell and Maykut ly simple, they have been used extensively for fitting albedo
[1977] and Kuhn and Siogas [1978]. These relatively mono- and flux extinction data [e.g., Weller, 1%9; P. Schwerdt-
chromatic measurements are better suited to testing theoreti- feger, 1969; Bergen, 1970, 1971, 1975; Schlatter, 1972;
cal models than are all-wave extinction measurements and O'Neill and Gray, 19711. However, they are not generally
are discussed below in section 12. applicable outside .he wavelength range where they are

Only a few such monochromatic measurements of flux tuned.
extinction have been reported. Far more commonly mea- The application of modern radiative transfer theory to
sured is the attenuation of all-wave solar radiation in snow, snow was pioneered by Barkstrom and Bohren, who started
which has been reported by (among others) Ambach and with tnu ziagle scattering by individual ice sphere and used a

Habicht [1962], Ambach [19631, Weller [1969], and number of approximations to relate these to observable
Schwerdtfeger and Weller [1977]. A number of other mea- quantities. Bohren and Barkstrom [1974] (hereafter BB)
surements were reviewed by Mellor [1977], who also clearly obtained very simple equations which (as shown below) are
explained intuitively the fact that K, decreases as grain size applicable only for the visible wavelengths. Choudhury and
increases. Unlike the monochromatic Ks,(X) the all-wave K, Chang [1979a) also started with single scattering by ice
does not quickly reach an asymptote. It decreases with particles and used a two-stream method for radiative trans-
depth because of the changing spectral composition of fer. They did not attempt to derive simple parameterizations
sunlight with depth. At great depth, where all but the blue as had BB. Their model is applicable over a wider wave-
light is filtered out by the snow, K, will reach the asymptotic length range than is BB's and is more accurate than the
value corresponding to k = 0.46 pm. model of DB.

The most accurate model now available for computing
4. Intensity Ext Uinction radiant fluxes in snow (short of a much more costly doubling

The extinction and scattering of a directed beam of or discrete ordinates method) is the delta-Eddington/Mie
monochromatic radiation as a function of angle and depth in theory model used by WWI. Although we sometimes use it
the snowpack has been studied by Ambach and his co- in this section as a benchmark to criticize other models, one
workers [e.g., On, 1974]. These measurements could be should keep in mind that the WWI model still has shortcom-
useful for testing future models which may attempt to ings, which are discussed in later sections of this paper: it
calculate intensities as well as fluxes within the snowpack. neglects effects due to close packing (which restricts its

validity to k Z 20 pm) and nonsphericity of snow grains
SE. MODELING THE OPTICAL PROPERTIES OF SNOW (which may cause errors at very large solar zenith angles 00

Modeling of the reflection and transmission of light by -- 900), and it calculates only fluxes, not intensities, so it
snow has nearly a 30-year history. A rather oversimplifi-d says nothing about the BRDF. However, it has proven very
summary is given in Table 1. The early models of Dunkie and useful in explaining quantitatively the influence of snow
Bevans [1956] (hereafter DB) and Giddings and LaChapelle parameters and environmental parameters on spectral albe-
[1961] did not explicitly compute scattering by individual ice do. 2
grains but set up a two-stream radiative transfer framework
which required two input parameters. These two parameters 1. Early Two-Stream Models
can be loosely related to an effective grain size and an Dunkle and Bevans modeled the snowpack as a stack of 5
absorption coefficient, but they are normally found by fitting horizontal ice layers. They calculated the Fresnel reflection

-20
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at normal incidence on each layer, as well as the absorption For small absorption (large albedo), equations 13 and 21 of
of light passing vertically through the layer according to GL imply that I - ad r1n, a result also obtained later by
Sauberer's [19501 measurements of Ki. Given these reflection Bohren and Barkstrom [1974].
and absorption coefficients, as a function of wavelength, GL made measurements of albedo and transmission of
they used the Schuster two-stream method to examine the thin snow over a black background for monochromatic light
dependence of albedo on the thickness of the ice layers. In (h = 0.59 pm) to determine the two free parameters in the
Figure I we reproduce Figure 3 of DB together with the more diffusion model. They found the same two parameters to fi1
accurate calculations of the Wiscombe-Warren model, as- both the albedo data and the transmission data. However,
suming that DB's layer thickness represents the snow grain the value of I obtained was 20 times the grain radius
diameter. The DB model gives tue correct qualitative behav- estimated by eye, I = 20r, ,unereas it should be I = 2r
ior of a4(r, X), showing the decrease of albedo due to according to the interpretation of I as grain diameter.
increased grain size as the snow ages, as well as the f,'ct that GL also analyzed the distt -bance of the radiation field due
albedo is lower in the near IR than in the visible. However, to a radiometer inserted into the snow. The instrument
there are substantial errors. These errors are due to treating measures less downflux than would be present in the undis-
the ice as sheets rather than as particles, the assumption of turbed snow becaust, it is blocking some of the upflux that
normal incidence Fresnel reflectivity, and the use of two- otherwise could be scattered back down. This is one of the
stream theory (An additional small part of the discrepancy is reasons why transmission measurements are more difficult
due to the WWI model's use in Figure 1 of the new than albedo measurements.
measurements of mim by Grenfell and Perovich [19811.)

DB gave formulas for both albedo and transmittance for 2. Single-Scatterir.e by Ice Grains Introduced
both thin snow and semi-infinite snow. Although they ob-
tained their absorption and reflection coefficients from labo- Thc scattering and absorption of radiation by a single iceratory meiurements on pure ice, later users of their model particle are described by three quantities:hav me treated these o ueiiens laster adusersoftaleir pamoet 1. Extinction efficiency Qext is the ratio of the extinctionhave treated these coefficients as two adjustable parameterscrssetotohegmticrssetonFrlae
to be fit to field observations of snow. cross section to the geometric cross section. For large

Giddings and LaChapelle [1961] (hereafter GL) used a particles (r :2 X), Qet is close to its geometric optics limit of
diffusion model which, like DB's, also employs two adjust- 2. Single-scattering albedo 6 is the ratio of scattering
able parameters, a diffusion coefficient and an absorption effincye-o atting efcedo It is the rat y thatt a
coefficient. The GL model is actually equivalent to the DB efficiency to extinction efficiency. Ic is the probability that a
model, because the diffusion approximation is a form of two- photon intercepted by a particle will be scattered rather than
stream approximation. (Recently, both Meador and Weaver absorbed.
[19801 and Zdunkowsld et at. [1980] have shown that all two- 3. Phase function P(fl1 , fl2), when multiplied by 03, gives
stream approximations are equivalent and can be put into a the probability that a photon incident from angle fI = (01,
common framework.) The diffusion coefficient was related .01) will be scattered into angle 112 = (02, 4ýJ. For a spherical
to a length I which is the average distance a photon travels particle, P is a function only of the cosine of the scattering
through ice between air-ice interfaces, so it is interpreted as angle 112 -11. The complete phase function is needed for
:he effective grain diameter. GL estimated that the simple computing intensity, but for computing fluxes normally only
diffusion model was accurate if there were a large number of a single measure of the anisotropy of P is needed, commonlythe asymmetry parameter g, which is the mean value of
scatterings before the absorption of a photon, that is, if ad Z,

0.8. Correcting for 'nondiffuseness' (taking into account the f12-il, or the backscattered fraction P [Wiscombe and
nonunit ratio of downflux to upfux, FT IF I < I) was Grams, 1976; Zdunkowski etal., 19801.

Both (5 and g are dimensionless with ranges 0~ 6 5 l andSthought to extend the validity of the model down to albedo as B I and g ar0 coresponds to r attes ng, andlow as 0.5 -S1 g -5 1; g = 0 corresponds to isotropic scattering, and glw .= I to completely forward directed scattering.

Barkstrom [19721 assumed the snowpack to be semi-
infinite, grey, and isotropically scattering. He introduced a

• ---- DnUI & am )se zenith angle dependence by solving the radiative transfer
s " cmb.&wm (IM) equation for intensity. This was then integrated to get flux in\ \ terms of the X functions of radiative transfer. He calculated

w \ " tthat albedo would increase with zenith angle in approximate
L r -,,-N2m agreement with measurements of Rusin [1961] and Lifflequist
.L [1956]. He also showed that the (monochromatic) flux should

W .4 decrease faster than exponentially at the surface but at great
Sz • ,,mdepth should decrease exponentially, dF4/dz = -KF4,
z -2 with K, independent of solar zenith angle.

' I2Spm The first consideration of the anisotropic scattering by ice
i 01 grains was that of Barkstrom and Querfeld [19751, who

JS W 1.4 to 2 2Xattempted to explain the bidirectional reflectance measure-SWAVELENGrh 4ttn) ments of snow by Middleton and Mungall[ 1952]. Barkstrom
Fig. 1. Model calculations of semni-infnit- diffuse albedo as a and Querfeld used the adding-doubling method for radiative

function of wavelength for various snow grain radii. Dashed lines
are calculations by Dunkie and Revans (1956. Figure 3]. Solid lines transfer. However, in order to match Middleton and Mun-
are calculations using t+e model of WWI, with the new mn,, (k) gall's measurements they required quite unrealistic values of
measured by Grenfell and Peroich [19811. asymmetry parameter (g = 0.5, corresponding to r 0. 1 pm,
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whereas g 0.9 for a realistic grain size r > 50 #n). r(lJm)
Bohren and Barkstrom [1974] used geometrical optics in 60oo 20 30 50 00 250 1000

I I I I I
the limit of small absorption to calculate the scattering by I
individual ice spheres. They obtained g = 0.874, close to the !!J Wiscombe -Worren
asymmetry parameter found in exact Mie calculations for a 9 ---o Bohren - Barkstrom
wide range ofparticle sizes (g - 0.89 for X <1 pnm in Figure IL _

4 of WWI). The geometrical optics calculation also showed 0 12000'
that the scattered light was due mostly to refraction rather F
than reflection. _ o 10000.

BB made a number of approximations which used the X

assumption that K,,r < 1, which means that their results Wooo "...
apply only to the visible wavelengths. They obtained simple .
formulas for albedo under isotropic illumination, x 6000'.

ad = 1 -8.43(Kir)"' 2  (2) U.--J
and for asymptotic flux extinction coefficient, F

K, = 0.65(K/r)'r (3) a WOO0

where depth is measured as liquid-equivalent depth. Neither C. X3 m
(2) nor (3) involves snow density. (BB's formula did show K, 02 020 Q16 0.12 008 004 0-00
to be proportional to snow density, but this dependence I /V 7/Thj
disappears if we measure depth as liquid-equivalent depth. Fig. 3. Asymptotic flux extinction coefficient K, versus (hlr)2lt
We do this in order to investigate possible near-field effects for three discrete wavelengths. Solid lines are calculated using WWI
which are ignored in all published models and which would model. Dashed lines are calculated using equation (37) of Bohren
introduce a density dependence into (2) and (3), as discussed and Barkstron [1974).

in section E5 below.)
Figures 2 and 3 compare equations (2) and (3) with the

more- accurate results of WWI for several wavelengths. albedo formula. The results of the WWI model show that K,
Figure 2 shows that the albedo is indeed proportional to r o r-1 /2, as (3) predicts, but that the WWI model increasingly
for 1, < 0.8 pim. Accordingly, BB found good agreement of deviates from (3) as K,<L) increases (KAl.5) > K,<I.8) > KAl.3
(2) with Liljequist's 11956) observations of high visible pm)). It may be that snow albedo and flux extinction can be
albedo (ad -0.96) using Liliequist's measured grain size r parameterized by simple formulas like (2) and (3), but more

=15', Ain; this is the wavelength region where (2) is work is needed to develop parameterizations that are appli-
applicable. However, (2) becomes useless as ice becomes cable over wider wavelength ranges.
more absorptive in the near IR. At X = 1.3 pm, for example, Berger w19791 adapted the Bohren-Barkstrom theory for

(2) predicts negative albedos for r > 110 pin. Figure 3 shows the limit of large absorption, assuming that any photon

that the flux extinction formula (3) is better behaved than the entering an ice sphcre is absorbed by it. This assumption

makes the ontical properties independent of grain size.
Berger's interest was to model the infrared emissivity ofr40m) snow, and his large-absorption approximation is reasonable

to. I I I - for r > 100pMm in the thermal infrared, as we show below in
section Ml. Berger found the emissivity e to derend on snow

041 s density p,, with s increasing as p, decreases, owing to the
0 1reduced average angle of incidence on spheres in a regular

ta .. Oe,~,array. This may be unrealistic, because the derivation de-
J, .7 pends on the particular spherical shape of ice grains and on

the assumption that they are in a regular array. However,
: Berger found the dependence of - on p, to be weak (Figure". Z 17 below).

The next experimental advances which stimulated further
modeling were the spectral bidirectional reflectance mea-

Z •surements of O'Brien and Munis [1975]. Choudhury and
Chang [1979a, b] (hereafter CCa and CCb) used the Sagan'
Pollack two-stream model, which was rather good at all
wavelengths, and they obtained tolerable agreement with
O'Brien and Munis' measurements (uncorrected for the

is 20 24 2 reflectance of the BaSO4 standard). In contrast to the models
SSQUARE ROOT OF GRAIN RADIUS (•.7i') of DB, GL, and BB, none of which were applicable for ad <S R R0.5, the Choudhury-Chang model became inaccurate onlyFig. 2. Diffuse albedo versus square root of grain radius for six

discrete wavelengths. Solid lines are calculated using WWI model. for ad 0.1 (compare Figure 4 of CCa with Figure 1 of CCb)
Dashed lines are calculated using equation (42) of Yohren and In their two-stream model, CC assumed a backscatter frac
Barkstrom (1974]. tion (7.5%) independent of wavelength, using single-scatter-

IV
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ing albedo calculated from r and mi,. by means of a param- snow spectral albedo is highly sensitive to grain size and
cierization due to Sagan anti Pollack [1967]: 6 - + • exp moderately sensitive to solar zenith angle and, in the visibl;
(-bKr), where b is an adjustable parameter taken as b, 1.67 wavelengths only, to trace amounts of absorptive Impurities.
by CCa and as b = 2.0 by CCb. These approximations make The principal results of the model are summarized in the
the CC two-stream model more accurate than the DB two- appropriate sections below.
stream model. In CCb a 'surface reflection' term was
introduced which calculated the Fresnel reflection from a 4. Choudhiury-Chang Model
flat sheet of ice at the snow surface. However, the perfor- Choudhury and Chqpg [19811 (hereafter CC8i) and
mances of the two CC models were not compared with each Choudhury [1981] have now abandoned the two-stream
other in either of these papers, so the effect of the hypotheti- approach in favor of the delta-Eddington method. (Dozier el
cal surface layer is not clear, al. [1981] have shown that although not obvious, equation

(28) of CC81 is indeed equivalent to equation (4) of WWI.
3. Wiscombe-Warren Model This is the special case of'!•iect incidence on a semi-infinite

The advances in modeling made by WWI were to use Mie snowpack, where a,' is a function of only the three parame-
scattering theory, which made the single-scattering calcula- ters 45, A, and ,.)
tions accurate at all wavelengths and for all grain sizes, and Instead of doing Mie calculations, CC81 used the Sagan-
to use the delta-Eddington approximation [Joseph et al.. Pollack approximation for 6, mentioned above and a param-
19761 to handle the anisotropic phase function, which al- eterization for g which they devised to mimic some pub-
lowed the model to calculate albedo for any solar zenith lished results from Mie theory. However, these
angle and for an arbitrary mix of diffuse and direct radiation, approximations are quite good at mimicking the Mie results,
The detailed measurements of visible spectral albedo by at least for the larger grain sizes. Thus the spectral albedo

Grenfrell and Maykut [19771 further inspired WWII to adapt calculations of CC81 would be nearly identical to those of
their model to calculate the effect of absorptive impurities on WWI, except for the use by CC81 of a special 'surface

snow albedo. reflection' term. This feature of the CC81 model has been
The snowpack was modeled as ice spheres, and it is criticized by Warren and Wiscombe [19811, who think that

argued by WWI why the effects of nonsphericity should be CC81's special accounting of surface reflection is unneces-
small in relation to the effects of grain size variation. The sary for ordinary snow in the solar spectrum. Warren and
scattehing and absorption of light by single ice spheres is Wiscombe's main points are as follows: (1) The nature of the
described by Mie theory. Mie calculations, even using the interaction of electromagnetic radiation with a snowpack
fast algorithms of Wiscombe [1980], are extremely time depends on the ratio d/A, where d is the inte:particle (center
consuming for the larger snow grain sizes. However, for to center) separation; snow does exhibit a 'surface' to radio
these large grains (actually for any grains whose size param- waves but not to sunlight. (2) Even if one does want to
eter is x - 100, where x is the ratio of the circumference of include a surface reflection treatment for special situations
the sphere to the wavelength of light), asymptotic formulae that would require it, it is formulated incorrectly by CC81.
have been developed [Nussenzveig and Wiscombe, 19801 (3) The reason for introducing surface reflection, namely, to
which are sufficiently accurate and much faster than the Mie match wavelength-integrated albedo observations, is insuffi-
calculations. cient, because the model-measurement discrepancy could in

Mie theory assumes that the particles behave as isolated this case be due to errors in the atmospheric radiation model
scatterers. If they are not sufficiently separated, then near- instead of the snow albedo model.
field effects will be observed that are not predicted by Mie There is also no need to invoke a special surface reflection
theory. WWI examined this question in their section 7 and to explain the enhanced specular reflection peak at low sun
concluded that the near-field effects are probably negligible angle. The explanation for specular reflection in terms of
for snow in the solar spectrum. They become important at standard single-scattering and multiple-scattering theory is
longer wavelengths, and a criterion for estimating them is included below in the section on zenith angle dependence
described below in section E5. (section J).

The single-scattering quantities Qt, 6, and g at a particu- Although CC81's use of a surface reflection term for a
lar wavelength are functions of the complex refractive index homogeneous snowpack of small, randomly oriented grains
rm and the effective snow grain radius r. (This is the area- seem.; inappropriate, such a separate modeling of surface
weighted mean radius, which is always larger than the reflection could indeed be tequired for a highly nonrandom
number-weighted mean radius.) These single-scattering surface, in particular for the case of glazed crust, or 'firn-
quantities become the input to a multiple-scattering model. spiegel' [LaChapelle, 1969, Figures 59 and 60].
A logical model for snow albedo is the delta-Eddington
method, bec•,..iu: it can adequately handle the extreme 5. Neglected Fffects
asymmetry of scattering by ice particles in snow, in which a a. Near-field effects. Because snow particles are close-
large fraction of the scattered light is only slightly deflected. ly packed, they may be in each other's 'near field,' meaning
The delta-Eddlngton method Is designed to be efficient and that Mie scattering theory is inapplicable. The problem of
accurate for calculating radiant fluxes, near.field interference was mentioned by BB, who cited

The model can also be used to calculate snow Infrared experiments by Blevin and Brown 119611 on the de"Sty
emissivity as described below In section M. dependence of the albedo of pigments as eviaencthatnear-

The wavelength dependence of snow albedo Is controlled field effects would be unimportnt for, " w of p, < 0.45 a
by the variation with wavelength of the absorption coeffi- cm-). But in these experiments, P - K; it is likely that rear-
cient of Ice r(MX). Within that constraint the model shows that field effects can be ignored In snow up to eonmsiderably higher
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shell thickness or wovelength (for snow grain radius r s 200 pLm) r
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Fig. 4. Transition from region of validity of far-field approximation to near-field regime. The assumption is made

that single-scattering properties of a sphere are influenced only by that part of the surrounding medium wich is within
one wavelength distance of the surface of the sphere. A spherical shell of thickness X (surrounding the ;cc particle of
radius r) contains mostly the matrix material (air) if the shell is thin (h - r) but contains an increasing fraction of ice from
other spheres as the shell expands. The ratio of the density in the shell to the density of the bulk medium (spheres plus
air) is plotted as a function of size parameter or shell thickness for five different regular arrangements of spheres: (1)
hexagonal close packing (pr,, = 0.68 g/m 3), (2) simple cubic packing, spheres in contact (o,,,•. = 0.48), (3) ,'imple
cubic packing, spheres not quite in contact, interparticle gap of 0.22r (p. = 0.35) (4) interparticle gap of 0.56r (p,,,., -

0.23), (5) interparticle gap of 1.33r ( = 0.10).

density. WWI reviewed the possible near-field effects and the height scale of the irregularit.es is comparable to or
pointed out that interparticle interference should be neglect- larger than the length scale and if both scales are comparable
ed for particles whose center-to-center separation d is large to or larger than the penetration depth of light (which
in comparison to the wavelength ,. Since d >> X it: the solar depends on 1j,). This means that surface roughness of Z 10-
spectrum, no interference should be observed, and this is cm amplitude (such as suncups) is required to reduce vibible
confirmed by Bohren and Beschta's [1979] observation that albedo but that much smaller irregularities can affect near-IR
the albedo of a thick snowpack is independent of density. albedo. The albedo is reduced relative to that of a flat surface
For microwaves, where d • k, interference effects will arise, because some. of the light reflected from a slope does not

making snow microwave emissivity a function of snow escape to space but instead is intercepted by the slope facing
density. Both Ce and g are altered. It is possible to make a it. There is, of course, no enhancement of absorption if the
rough estimate of the effect using Gate's [1973] adjustment albedo of the fiat surface is 0.0 or 1.0; the enhancement must
to Mie theory to investigate this dependence on density. reach a maximum at some intermediate value of albedo.
Gate simply altered mr of the medium to be not that of air Pfeffer [19821 has developed a model fcr use in calculating
but rather a volume-weighted mean of m,, (air) and n,,e (ice). the enhanced absorption due to glacier crevassing, and his
The 'medium' should probably be taken to be a shell, one or model might be adapted to the study of smaller irregularities.
a few wavelengths thick, surrounding the particle. The
transition from the far-field regime to the near-field regime F. EFFECT OF SNOW GAuN SIZE ON ALBEDO
should then be described qualitatively, by Figure 4. Roughly Figure I shows the calculated spectral albedo of snow for
stated, snow is safely in the far-field regime for X < I inn and diffuse incident radiation for three different grain sizes
in the near-field regime for X > I cm, with a transition region expressed as spherical radii r. These radii were chosen for
whose location depends on snow density. comparison with Figure 3 of DB, but the smallest size is

It is possible that near-field effects could become impor- probably unrealistic. To match reflectance measurements of
tant for flux extinction (and for the albedo of thin snow) even O'Brien and Munis [19751 for new snow, WWI never needed
when they do not affect the albedo of deep snow. This is gain sizes smaller than r = 50 pa. What the optically
because the albedo of deep snow depends on g and c6 but not equivalent sphere would be for a nonspherical snow particle
on Qr., whereas the asymptotic flux extinction coefficient is discussed below.
depends on Qext as well. Whether the near-field approach of The albedo is very high in the visible wavelengths, corre-

snow grains could in some wavelength region significantly sponding to the minimum in mi,, and lower in the near
affect Qex but not g or 3 is an open question. infrared. The albedo drops at all wavelengths as the grain

b. Surface irregularity. The model calculations of albe- size increases. It is easy to understand why albedo should
do all assume that the snow surface is flat Surface irregular- decrease with increasing grain size. Roughly stated, a pho-
ities can reduce the albedo relative to that of a flat surface if ton has a chance to be scattered (or a ray to be bent) when it
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crosses an air-ice interface. It has a chance of being ab- centimeter at the south pole [Stephenson. 1967, Figure 8],
sorbed only while it is passing through the ice. rAn increase ina causes a greater decrease in visible albedo than in near-JR
grain size causes an increase in the path length that must In albedo. This is due to the greater penetration depth of the
traveled through the ice between scattering opportumnities. (A visible light, which thus 'sees' a larger average grain size.
similar dependence of reflectance on sand gr'n size was For faster rates of radius increase with depth, however,
found by Leu [1977] for beach sand, which is nr some ,,'avs another effect takes over. The albedo drops more in the I-
analogous to snow.) am region than in the 0.4-/an region. Reference to Figure I

On the basis of matching the model results to :)bsetvaLioni explains this: the albedo is insensitive to grain size where
of O'Brien and Munis [1975] (see Figures 10 an Ll I ý: or" VWWI) albedo is very high (0.4 Arm) or very low (2.8 um) but highly
the optical grain size of the snow surface generkily varies in sensitive in the region of intermediate albedo (I 14m).

the range from 50 Mum for new snow to I mm for old melting
snow. This increase of grain size with increasing age i!i the 3. no:ow Density
normal situation, but there can be curious exciptions. LiUje- There have been many reports of snow albedo decreasing
quist [1956] routinely observed the albedo at Maudheim (on as density increases. Neither BB nor WWI nor CC obtained
a small ice shelf at the coast of Antarctica) to he Io% after a a density dependence in their models. The observed depen-
new snowfall and to rise after a windstorm. At Ithe very coid dence of albedo on density might actually be a dependence
temperatures of Maudheim, snow metamorphism apparently on grain size, since density normally increases as grain size
proceeds so slowly that grain size changes may be due t) increases. Bohren and Beschta [1979] isolated the two
other effects. Wind probably caused a reduction in grain size parameters, finding albedo unchanged when density was
by breaking the crystals and possibly also by gravitational artificially increased at presumably constant grain size.
sorting. The latter sould cause the smallest particles to settle Density enters Bergen's [1975] model as a parameter used
out last, so they would end up at the surface, where they in computing the air permeability, which is used to compute
would dominate the albedo. V/S, which in turn is used to compute the reflection coeffi.

cient in the DB model. We interpreted grain size above as
1. The Optically Equivalent Sphere proportional to VIS, so it appears that Bergen's dependence

How a field measurement of snow grain size translates of albedo on density could actually be translated into a grain
into the radius of the optically equivalent sphere is a subject size dependence, when grain size is defined as above.
of current research. O'Brien and Koh [1981] found that the
'equal projected area' assumption gave an overestimate of G. EFFECT OF LIQUID WATER CONTENT
the radius of the equivalent sphere. Comparison of Grettfell WWI cited both experimental and theoretical evidence
et al.'s [1981] albedo measurements with Figure I shows that that the effect of liquid water on snow albedo is simply totheir report of grain radius as half the minimum dimension of increase the effective grain size, because the refractive index
the snow grain is a factor of 2-5 smaller than the optical grain contrast between water and ice is very small. We wish only
size. The best conversion procedure must lie between these to add a footnote to that statement here. O'Brien and Kohtwo extremes and is probably that suggested by Dobbins and [1981] have pointed out that the slight differences (a fewJizmagian [1966] (and by WWI). Namely, the optically [91 aepitdotta h lgtdfeecs( e
equialn sphere is(tatd which hWI)asely, the aeolumeat- percent at some near-infrared wavelengths) in reflectanceequivalent sphere is that which has the same volume-to- noted between wet melting snow and the subsequently
surface ratio VIS as the nonspherical snow particle. The refrozen snow (Figure 5) are in the right direction and of the
results of Pollack and Cuzzi [1980] also suggest this. (In the righomen s o ( e are in the directin anefthe
case of a sphere, of course, all three definitions of grain size righ of w at Tris most differeen 1.2-tanconverge.)mi,, of water and ice. This is most obvious between 1.2- and
converge.) I 4-Aim wavelength.

However, any attempt to treat a nonspherical particle as
an equivalent sphere involves a compromise, because the
sphere with the correct (i may not have the correct g. H. EFFECT OF IMPURITIES ON SNOW ALREDO
Furthermore, the sphere which gives the correct 6* at one WWII modeled an impure snowpack as a mixture of ice
wavele gth may not do so at another wavelength. The particles and dust or soot particles. They showed that small
sphere with the same V/S is likely to be most appropriate at amounts of impurities affect snow albedo only in the spectral
wavelengths where absorption is small, Kir << I. region where absorption of light by ice is weakest, mainly in

the visible (h < I #m). Reductions of visible albedo by a few
2. Grain Size Increasing with Depth percent can be caused by -10 parts per million by weight

The albedos in Figure I are for a homogeneous snowpack, (ppmw) of desert dust or -0. 1 ppmw of carbon soot. A given
that is, one whose average grain size does not vary with amount of an absorptive impurity causes a greater reduction
depth. Grain size is observed to increase with depth in a in albedo for coarse-grained snow than for fine-grained
predictable manner in the Antarctic but can, of course, both snow, as will be illustrated in Figure 7.
increase and decrease with depth at mid-altitudes. In order
to affect the shape of the spectral albedo curve the grain size I. Soot
must change rapidly with depth; the most likely situation WWI and WWII showed that some published low values
where this effect would be noticed is for a very thin layer of of visible spectral albedo for apparently clean snow could be
new snow on a thick layer of old snow. This effect has been explained by the model only if the measured snow uamle
calculated by S. 0. Warren and W. J. Wiscombe (unpub. had contained a grey absorber such asoot. Disteepandes
lished data, 1981). An increase of r with depth corresponding between model and observaton were obvils f* 1the reeent
to about one-third the rate of Increase found in the top careful spectral albedo meaturements of Gresffelf %Wt,/ay.
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Fig. 5. Effect of liquid water on snow spectral reflectance. (Figure 6 of O'Brien and Munis 11975].)

kut [1977] at Arctic ice island T-3 and Kuhn and Siogas average grain radius of 100 jun, which agrees fairly well with
[1978] at the south pole. Stephenson's [1967, Figure 8] grain size measurements at

Figure 6 shows that the model for pure snow may predict Southice.
albedos up to 15% higher than those which are actually Grenfell et al. [1981] have recently made simultaneous
observed. Unrealistically large grain sizes could reduce the measurements of spectral albedo, grain size, and soot for a
calculated visible albedo but would destroy the agreement snowpack in the Cascade Mountains. We can compare these
with observation in the near IR. The two major effects which results with the model of WWII. The measured grain size in
are neglected in the model, namely, nonsphericity of snow this case is much smaller than the effective optical grain size,
gtaans and near-field scattering, were judged (section 7 of as mentioned above, so we ignore the grain size data and
WWI) to be orders of magnitude too small to be responsible instead determine the optical grain size from the albedo
for the discrepancy., Insufficient snow depth and error in measurements at ?x > I pun, where soot has no effect on
laboratory-measured ice absorption coefficient were also albedo. It then appears that in order to explain the visible
ruled out as the explanation, leaving impurities as the albedos the WWII model would need 2-5 times as much soot
remaining hypothesis. In order to match the spectral shape as was actually found in the snow. A factor of 2 difference
of albedo at T-3 (Figure 6) a grey absorber such as soot was can be explained by reconciling the definitions of soot
implicated, and desert dust was ruled out. amount. (The effect of a given weight fraction of soot on

The soct in snow at T-3 may result from pollution, either stiow olbedo depends on the assumed values of absorption
local or distant. There is soot in the Arctic air [Rosen et al., coefficient and density for soot. Grenfell et al. used an
1981] which may come from industiial souices in Europe operational definition of soot concentration which assumes a
[Rahn, 1981]. but it is questionable whether the high soot mass absorption coefficient of 8 in'- g-I at ?K = 0.55 pm. In
concentrations found neccssary to explain snow albcdo at T- fact, all of the graphs in WWII for soot-containing snow are
3 (--0.2 ppmw soot) are representative of the entire Arctic. labeled with soot amounts that are probably a factor of 2 too
H. Rosen (personal communication, 1981) found soot large. This was due to an overestimate of soot density, which
amounts in the range 0.01-0.06 ppraw in a preliminary was pointed out in footnote 3 of WWII (see also Roessler
experiment on snow samples from Barrow, Alaska. and Fax ro,, [19791). Figure 6 of this review is taken from

We can be fairly certain that any soot at the south pole WWII but with the soot amounts now altered to the more
would be the result of local contamination from the perma- likely values.) The remaining discrepancy may be due to five
nept camp. For representative visible spectral albedos for causes.
the Antarctic, one should therefore use Liljequist's [1956, 1. The new accurate laboratory measurements of min, by
Figure 45] high values, which agree with the pure-snow Grenfell and Perovich [19811 differ somewhat from the
model, rather than Kuhn and Siogas' low values. For K > I values of Saaberer [1950] used by WWI and WWII. Their
pum, soot has no effect (Figure I of WWII), and Kuhn and use causes no difference in the maximum albedo value
Siogas' measurements for these wavelengths should be (although its position is at 0.46 pa rather than 0.40 jm) butI representative of Antarctic snow. They correspond to an causes a rise of -0.01 in albedo at 0.9 Am.

____ ~ .= ~ -
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2. Agreement between measurement and calculation can 10
be further improved by speculating that grain size increases l" (owoon")
with depth (which was observed in one case). B * .3-

3. Soot which is reported as an average concentration in
the snow may actually be concentrated at the surface (which 9" "
was also observed in one case) where it has more effect on 0 A
albedo. o4 l ,.lOOpm

4. The measurement of soot concentration may have aD _ jiottesi. 198|)

been in error. Grenfell et al. estimated an uncertainty of a Lv •Hotbb et of al, 191)0
factor of 2-3 in soot concentration. 0I

5. There may be an incorrect assumption in the model- U)o D
ing. The calculations assumed that both soot particles and w P" ()

ice particles were surrounded by air. The possible location of a B
soot particles inside the ice grains might enhance their • [
absorption of light. However, it has not been demonstrated t_
that a significant fraction of the soot could be inside the ice -
grains. Soot could be located inside a snow particle if it were 3 4-
attached to a dust particle which served as an ice nucleus. IBut it seems unlikely that soot collected by scavenging or a h _ 1,61)

dry fallout would end up inside ice grains. L (Hbb at a, I=)

2. Volcanic Ash WAV7L.ENG7 H U4on)

Volcanic ash currently seems to affect snow albedo only Fig. 7. Effect of Mount St. Helens ash on snow albedo for
locally, but at times in the past it has probably reduced the diffuse in:.idence: (a) snow grain sizer = 100 jan: (b) r = 1000 jan.SAsh parameters are described in the text.
albedo of the entire Antarctic continent (Gow and William- Ae
son [19711, reviewed by WWII).

The most common magma is basalt, and the most common
volcanic ash is andesite (R. Cadle, personal communication,
1980). Both of these rocks have very similar optical proper- giving no color to the snow; but in order to mimic a given
ties for short waves: mi., - I x 10-1, constant across the concentration of soot, the andesite concentration must be

tie fo shrt ave: ~- 1x l-~,contan acossthe200 times higher
visible spectrum [Pollack et al., 1973]. Thus their effect on For tisevier. wS snow albedo is qualitatively similar to that of soot, that is, For this review artis.le we have done a special calculation

of the effect on snow albedo of Mount St. Helens ash (Figure
7), using the model of WWII, for diffuse incident radiation.
The ash particle size distribution is taken to be that mea-

1 0 sured from aircraft at 3200-m elevation, 130 km downwind of
0.95- -o0 o•.o t02 the volcano on May 19, 1980 [Hobbs et al., 1981, Figure 2c].

.... 0 ooo. This size distribution has about the same effect on snow
085o- ,., 3M Sodalbedo as does a uniform size of r = 5 prm. The real refractive

v.o8 0. r~soo, 02.o5 % •%•, "index is taken as that of andesite (mt = 1.47) from Pollack et

0o..o al. [1973]. The imaginary index mim (k) was measured by
0Patterson 11981] for 0.3 1 W 0.7 pjm. We take the values he

S0.?75 gives for the ash which feli at Bozeman, Montana, and then
03' 0.70- interpolate frcm his value at 0.7 pm to the value for andestte

0000 calculation, Pur. Snow at 1.2 pm. For X > 1.2 pum we use the andesite values
0.65 - calculation, Snow + Soot reported by Pollack et al. In the visible wavelengths the

os 0.60 v5 , O.,Fm; .0.. Mount St. Helens ash is measured to be more absorptive
SObbvM~ion,T3 (mi, - 4 x 1- 3 ) than was the andesite sample of Pollack et

"(O 0.Gmnfell S~ ) al. (mim x 10-) and also to be slightly reddish colored
0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.6 0.9 rather than perfectly grey.

WAVELENGTH4 {o) IlThe snow albedo in Figure 7 is reduced for x < I I by
W~JEENGh (p) . addition of ash. At longer wavelengths the albedo is unaf-

Fig. 6. Comparison of calculated snow albedo with observations
at visible wavelengths. Solid fines are measurements of Grenfell and fected unless the ash content exceeds 0.1%, in which case

fMaykut [1977,Figure 1] made in summer 1974 at ice island T-3 in the the albedo is increased for X > 1.15 pm.
Arctic Ocean. In order of decreasing albedo they are (1) dry, cold The eruption of Mount St. Helens has provided an oppor-
snow, wind packed, deep drift, p = 0.4 gfcm3, (2) 5-cm wet new tunity to study the effects of volcanic ash on snowmelt. A
snow over multiyear white ice, and (3) old melting snow, 28 cm
thick. Circles are calculated albedo of semi-infinite pure snow for curious puzzle reported by R. Armstrong (personal commu-
diffuse illumination, with grain radii to match observations at x = 0.9 nication, 1980) is that although the melting rate on Mount

f5K jum. In order of decreasing albedo they are (I) r = 110 pm, (2) r = Olympus in summer 1980 was enhanced by the Mount St.
300 tqn. and (3) r = 1300 jAm. Plus signs are for snow containing the Helens ash, the formation of suncups [Post and LaChapelle,
specificd concentrations of soot, using for the imaginary index of
refraction mi, (soot) = 0.5 independent of wavelength; m,• = 1.8. 1971, pp. 71-73] was dramatically inhibited. The solution to
1I'ien from Figure 6b of WWII but with soot amounts corrected this puzzle may lead to further insight into the nature of the

according to footnote 3 of WWII). snowmelt process.

___ __ -~-, A
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are found in Greenland (W. Bow, personal commua.cation,
1981). The depth of maximium net heating rate should vary
with solar zenith angle, approaching the surface as 0,, - 900.

2. Spectral Flux Extinction
"I.4,.: .-.. :-For the testing of theoretical models, monochromatic flux

extinction measuimments are more ust-ful than the spectrally
integrated measurements of Figure 8 because of the changing

-Z "spectral composition with depth and the uncertain spectral
composition of the incident sunlight.

" ' Flux extinction measurements are more difficult to do

;I , azcurately than are albedo measurements for diffuse inci-
• . , dence. (Aibedo measurernents under c!•r sky arc also

subject to error, as is explained in section J below.) The
presence of the radiometer in the snowpack disturbs the
radiation field more than it does above the snowpack; this :

disturbance was analyzed by Giddings and LaChapelle
L A.... [19611. A second difficulty which is more severe for extinc-

It 31 30 W-m tion measurements than for albedo is 'leakage,' the detection
Depth of unwanted light from tie wings of the filter function (T. C.

Fig. 8. Measurements of the downward flux of solar radiation in Grenfell, personal communication, 1979). Leakage is least
the snow at Plateau Station, Antarctica. The horizontal axis is important at the wavelength of smallest absorption,, = 0.47
geometric depth, not fiquid-equivalent depth. (Figure I of Schwerdt- pjm. For example, one may nominally be measuring radia-
feger and Weller [1977].) tion flux at X, because the filter function is centered at X1,

but some smali fraction of the light at 1\2 in the wing of the
filter function also enters the detector. Unfortunately, the

1. TRAD'smissioN OF LiGHT THROUGH SNOW downflux at X2 deep in the snowpack may be orders of

SNW Smagnitude larger than that at X 1, so that most of the light one
uExtinction reports at X, was actually light of the wrong wavelength.

Figure 8, taken from Schwerdifeger and Weller [1977] This is a problem for extinction measurements but not for
shows the extinction of all-wave solar radiation flux in clean, albedo measurements: for example, whereas the ratio of blue
dry snow (p, = 0.3 gcm-3) of the Antarctic Plateau. The albedo (X = 0.46 pm) to red albedo (X = 0.7 pim) may be
extinction is due to both scattering and absorption. It does close to 1.0 (see Figure 1), the ratio of blue downflux to red
not follow an exponential decay in the top 40 cm or so downflux (for r = 110 pm in Figure 9a) may be -60 at a
because the spectral composition of the downflux changes depth of 10 cm (liquid equivalent) ana -4000 at 20 cm.
rapidly in this region. Only the visible radiation penetrates Figure 9 compares measurements with calculations of K,
deeply. Atadcpthof10cm (30cmliquid equivalent), 1% of (X). Liljequist [1956] used four filters to study the visible
the incident downflux remains unextinguished. This 1% is spectrum. I Antarctic snow whose grain size he measured as
probably entirely blue light, concentrated in a narrow wave- r = 150 pm. Kuhn and Siogas' [1978] (hereafter KS)
length band about X, = 0.46 jam, where Ki reaches its measurements in south polar snow probably had good spec-
minimum. tral resolution throughout the range, whereas Grenfell and

The absorption of solar radiation is greatest near the Maykut's [19771 (hereafter GM) spectral resolution became
surface and is due almtst entirely to near-IR radiation poorer with increasing wavelength. Deconvolution was used
[Wiscombe tad Warren, 1980b, Figure 31 because most of for the longer wavelengths in an attempt to improve the
the visible light eventually reemerges after multiple scatter- resolution (T. C. Grenfell, personal communication, 1981).
ings. Choudhury [1981, Figure 14] has calculated the solar The data of GM in Figure 9 are probably reliable fork, <0.6
flux divergence and the associated heating rates in the snow pm.
using an atmospheric radiation model coupled to his snow Albedo had also been measured for these snow samples,
albedo model. He finds the heating rate at the surface to be and grain size was obtained by WWI and WWII by matching
about 20 times that at 5-mm depth for r = 300 pim but the calculated and observed albedo at X - 0.9 pAm, where
dependent on grain size. The factor is larger for smaller impurities have negligible effect on albedo. (This was done
grains because radiation is attenuated more rapidly in fine- for thc albedos of KS and GM; Liljequist's albedos indicate
grained snow. that the snow at Maudheim was uncontaminated.) The grain

These calculated solar heating rates will, of course, be sizes thus obtained (Figure 6) were r = 1300 pm for GM's old
compensated by infrared cooling rates. The K, for thermal IR melting snow and r - 110 pm for both GM's 'dry compact
radiation is much larger than that for near-IR radiation, so snow' and KS's south polar snow (r = 110 pm also tolerably
the cooling is more concentrated at the surface than is the matches Liljequist's albedos).
heating. This leads to the observation of temperature maxi. The model parameters necessary to explain the albedo
ma at some depth below the surface in polar snowfields agreed with the parameters gecessary to e~plain K, only for
during the sunlit seasons. The temperature maximum at Liljequist's measurements. (However, his measurements are
Pionerskaya (Antarctica) in December was located 8 cm unreliable for X. a 0.6 Am because of leakage as described
below the surface [Schlatter, 1972, Figure 2]. Similar results above.) The presence of 0.5 ppmw of soot was found

A
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neresary by WWII (aftrr taking into account footnotes 3 to
and 4 of WWII) to explain thie KS albedo measurements, yzt • 09 I

Figure 9a shows !hat KS's flux extinction measuements are - 08 ,i Gron Radius IO m
characteristic of pure snov,', as can also be seen in Figure 1I 1 9: " Depfh, -semhiMnile
of Choudhury [ 19081j. a , 0 560 90o e. 80'11 he c1culations (circles and plus signs) in Figure 19
corrI.,p.),i1d to the circles ond plus signs in Figure 6; the plus 0o
signs giv..' K, for the soot amount necessary to explain the " 4 02
albedos of GM. Considering only X < 0.6 izm for reasons w
mentioned above, the measured K, fal!s between the pure- V 0 00
S11OW K, and the sooty-snow K,. This might be explained if 0204 06 08 10 12 14 16 18 20 22 24 26 28
the soot concentration at the surface at T-3 had been higher WAVELENGTH (lAm)
than its subsurface concentration. This is possible if the soot Fig. 10. Direct-beam albedo of a semi-inufinite snowpack versus
w:os the re•;ult of combustion of heating fuel, because the wavclength for several values ofdirect-beam zenith angle 0 - cos" I
nearby building had been unoccupied until shortly before the _,,. (Fi,-:,'- I ]a of WWt. Repriraed by permiis.on of the American
measurements were made (T. C. Grenfell, persona! commu- Meteorelogical Society.)

nication, 1981). However, this argument probably cannot
explain the data of Kuhn and Siogas; it is difficult to see how These discrepancies indicate the need for more spectrally
soot could be concentrated at the surface I km from the detailed measurements of both K,(X) and ad) on the same
South Pole Station, rather thai uniformly distributed, snowpack. As Choudhury [19811 emphasized, a good theo-

retical model must explain both albedo and extinction mea-
surerrients. With the currently available data we place more

1(o) ' emphasis on explaining the albedo measurements than on
200 me, , lot explaining the K, measurements, because the latter are moreA_& y Compact XY3 I susceptible to experimental error.
100- r, II0"m'c .**. J. DEPENDENLIE OF SNOW ALBEDO ON SUN ANGLE

1. Spectral Snow Albedo'5 50 -.(S,, .. • %=.V;@

0-,,
1  As is true for most surfaces, the albedo of snow increases

,..",.: as the sun nears the horizon. Figure I Ia of WWI is repro-
- ,uu. duced here as Figure 10, showing model-calculated albedo

20 .A".,. for four zenith angles. The albdo is predicted to be sensitive
to zenith angle in the near IR but not in the visible, in

, qualitative agreement with measurements of Bryazgin and
Koptev [11969. However, addition of trace amounts of

_ 00 impurities to the snow would allow a zenith angle depen-
""- .meaanmt. oW melting vow dence in the visible as well. (These calculations are for the

3 clli ... o r• r ,,m extreme case of 100% direct-beam radiation. Even under
clear sky the diffuse sky radiation would make the observed

S0zenith angle dependence weaker than that shown in Figure
10.)

0 zoThe reason that the albedo is higher for low sun is that a
Grenil. a photon on average undergoes its first scattering event closer

to the surface if it entered the snow at a grazing angle. If the
scattering event sends it in an upward direction, its chance ofR escaping the snowpack without being absorbed is greater

A'__________________than it would be if it were scatvertd from deeper in the pack.
4 I This would be observed even if tt e ice particles scattered

WVENGT 0r 0 alight equally in all directions. But ýhe phenomenon is greatly
WAVELENGTH (lum) enhanced by the extreme asymmetry of the scattering,

Fig. 9. Asymptotic flux extinction coefficient for snow as a whereby scattering within a few degrees of the forward
function of wavelength in the visible spectrum. Solid lines are
measurements of Grenfell and Maykut [1977, Figure 3]. Squares are direction is much more probable than scattering to other
Antarctic measurements of LiUequist (19561 for snow of measured angles.
grain size r - 150,um. Bandwidtis of LiUequist's filters arc obtained In all radiative transfer problems for a plane-parallel skb,
from his Figure 48 and plotie" '' -re as the positions of half-maximum as the direction of incidence goes toward grazing, the albedo
transmittance. Triangles ..", measurements of Kuhn and Sio gas
[19781 at South Pole Station. (All depth values have been converted bcomes increasingly dominated by single scattering, As the
here from snow depth to liquid-equivalent depth.) Circles are sun goes down, the shoulder of the forward peak of the
calculations using WWI model, with grain radii chosen to match single scattering phase function begins to emerge more and
albedo at X - 0.9 Am for snowpacks shown in Figure I of Grenfell more from the snowpack (Figure 11), whereas when the sun
and Maykut [19771. These are the same model snowpacks described was higher It was buried because orita ?-10"width. Natural-
by the top and bottom lines of the circles In Figure 6 of this paper. a a t the se c e that are wid t N rt he
Plus signs are model calculations for snowpacks corresponding to ly, it is the grains at the surfce that are doing most ol the
the top and bottom lines of the plus signs In Figure 6. scattering in this case. Figure I I is purely schematic, be-
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separate frames (Figures 12a and 12b) is to avoid clutter.) I -M
Considering first Figure 12a, we note that the model calcuia-
tions of Wiscombe and Warren [1980b] (for the atmospheric
conditions of the Antarctic Plateau and r = 100 an) show a
much weaker dependence of a on po than do the observa-
tions by Hubley [1955] on the Juneau Icefield, Korff et al.
[19741 in Colorado, and Rusin (1961] in Antarctica. (Note
that the model does not account for the sphericity of the
atmosphere, which probably makes it unreliable for p0o< 0.1

Fig. 11. Polar diagram of the scattering phase function of a snow or so.) w pr

particle at the surface of the snowpack for three solar zenith angles. The responses of all commercial radiometers deviate from
This shows the probability that a scattered photon will go into any an
particular direction. For display purposes this phase function w a proper scosine law' [Lilequist. 1956; Dirmhirn and Eaton,
calculated for an unrealistically small snow grain size (r = 10 jun. X 1975]. They are usually less sensitive at large incident zenith
= 5 pin). The asymmetry of the phase function becomes much more angles. If not corrected for, this causes albedos at low sun to
extreme as r increases or X decreases. be overestimated. This is because the reflected radiation is

more diffuse than the incident radiation. The steep depen-
cause it was calculated for spherical ice particles. For dence of d on 1 reported by Rusin and by Hubley might be
hexagonal columns or plates the 22° halo may contain as explained as this type of error. But the measurements of =

much energy as the forward peak [Wendling et al., 1979, Korff et al. must be considered reliable because they cali-
Figure 51, and this halo begins to emerge from the snowpack brated their instrument and applied a correction at large
already at 0O = 650. zenith angles.

With very low sun we approach a pure single-scattering Hubley's results show an interesting hysteresis, with
situation, so that the bidirectional reflectance becomes just higher albedo in the morning than afternoon at the same
the single-scattering phase function. zenith angle. Hubley speculated that this might be attributed

At the same time the assumption of sphericity of snow to specular reflection from firnspiegel in the morning before
grains breaks down. The effects of angular details are the melting began.
smeared out with multiple scattering, so that the grains can In Figure 12b are plotted several Antarctic measurements
be treated as spheres. But the angular effects become and calculations. Carroll and Fitch's [1981] (hereafter CF)
dominant as %O -- 90 . measurements extended to larger zenith angles than anyone

Besides the breakdown of the sphericity assumptions as 0 else has reported and show a much steeper dependence of d
-- 90r, the delta-Eddington approximation also becomes on po than LiUequis: [1956] found. Liijequist's instruments
poor, for reasons which are givcn by Wiscombe [1977]. The had been extensively calibrated for the dependence of their
disagreement between model and observation as 00-+ 90' is response on both the zenith and the azimuth solar angles
attributed (below) to this breakdown of delta-Eddington [Liliequist, 1956, pp. 45-55]. CF did not report such calibra-
approximation. tions for their instrument, so it is possible that their dramatic

All of this can be discussed in terms of standard single- disagreement with Liljequist is at least partly caused by an
scattering and multiple-scattering theory. There is no need to experimental bias in CF's measurements.
invoke a separate 'surface reflection.' Specular reflection is CF's measurements were complicated by surface irregu-
an acceptable natural part of the single-scattering pattern of larity. The faces of oriented sastrugi present different angles
hexagonal plates and prisms and other ice crystal forms. to the sun as it moves around the horizon. Accordingly, CF
Hence if one would use a fully correct single-scattering noted a diurnal cycle of albedo, as had Kuhn aad Siogas I
phase function instead of the spherical Mie phase function, [ 1978]. with higher values when the sun was oriented parallel
and an exact radiative transfer method for multiple scatter- to the sastrugi, so that the effective zenith angle was larger.
ing, one could properly model the albedo as 00 --) 90r. The measurements of CF plotted in Figure 12b are the

There are no nomochromatic measurements against which averages of four solar azimuths 6 hours apart. A repre-
to test the model. This is unfortunate, because the discrepan- sentative error bar is drawn on one of the points.
cirs in spectrally integrated albedo between model and There are actually several effects of surface roughness on
observation described below might be pinned down if mea- albedo. In a field of randomly oriented surface roughness
surements would be made at discrete wavelengths, features (or in the daily average at the south pole) when the

sun is low, the effective zenith angle is always smaller for a
2. Spectrally Integrated Snow Albedo d (p0) rough surface than for a flat surface (section 5c of WWI).

This is a controversial subject at present. The reasons for This means that CF's observed dependence of a on Po would
the confusion are (1) modeling error, (2) instrument error, (3) be even steeper if p0 were taken as the effective value
inadequate observation of snow grain size, impurity content, instead of the flat surface value, and their results would
and surface roughness, all of which should affect the slope of deviate even more dramatically from the results of other
- (A@, and (4) inadequate knowledge of the spectral distribu- experimenters plotted in Figure 12.
tion of the incident radiation. However, this is further complicated by the fact that the

A number of clear-sky measurements of spectrally inte- effective zenith angle is a function of wavelength. In order
grated snow albedo as a function of the cosine p. of the solar for surface roughness to moderate the zenith angle effect its
zenith angle 00 are plotted in Figure 12, along with model typical length and depth must not be much smaller than the
results; (The only reason for plotting the data on the two average penetration depth of light into snow. Surface irregu-
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Fig. 1 2. Spectrally integrated clear-sky snow albedo as a function of !,. according to various investigators. The

resu.t of the Wiscombe and Warren [1980b) Antarctic model is plotted in both frames for reference. The lower two plots
in Figure 1bare for Antarctic planetary albedo.

larities on smaller scales are less important because a dramatically inadequate to bring the delta-Eddington model
significant amount of radiation penetrates right through a in line with CF's observations. If these observations must be
peak and emerges on the other side. Thus whereas surface matched instead of those of Liijequist, a problem with the
'-oughness of millimeter scale affects the reflection of visible delta-Eddington model is indicated that cannot be corrected
light by soil particles, it does not affect the reflection of by adding an ad hoc surface reflection.
visible light by snow. Delta-Eddington is known to underestimate the albedo of

Besides altering the effective zenith angle, surface rough- a plane-parallel layer at large zenith angles. it agrees very
ness will also decrease the albedo further by trapping some well with the exact doubling calculations [see Joseph et al.,

S• radiation in the troughs, as described in section 115b. 1976, Figure 31 for Ao at 0.4 (00 <--s 66%) but albedo errors ofIn addition to these systematic effects there is a sampling up to 10% can occur at po = 0.1 (00 = W4O) for particular

error which arises in albedo measurements of a rough values of g and 6. In order to quantify the errors of the delta-
surface. One should ideally make measurements from high Eddington method for snow at low sun, it will be necessary
towers [Langleben, 19681 so as to get a representative view to do some albedo calculations which give a more exact
of the surface. Close to the ground the field of view may account of the radiative, transfer process.
contain only one or a few sastrugi and will thus contain more
or less than its fair share of shadow, depending on solar Spectrally integrated Planetary Albedo
azimuth. Model calculations of spectrally integrated planetary albe-

The delta-Eddington snow albedo model of WWI was do over the Antarctic Plateau plotted in the lower part of
coupled to the atmospheric radiation model of Wiscombe for Figure 12b show planetary albedo to increase slightly from
cloud-free January conditions of the Antarctic Plateau [ Wis- po = 0.6 to po = 0.3 because of the Ito dependence of surface
combe and Warren, 1980b), The zenith angle dependences of albedo. But when the sun goes even lower, a second effect
both surface albedo and planetary albedo are shown in comes into play to reduce the albedo. This is the increased
Figure 12b. The model adequately explains the d(po) ob- H20 and 03 absorption in the atmosphere due to the longer
served by Li:iequist [19561 but clearly fails to reproduce that slant path of the sunlight.
of CF. (The reduction of December-January albedo at large The zenith angle dependence of planetary albedo of the
zenith angles which shows up in L, :quist's daily averages snow-atmosphere system is being measured by Stowe et al.

=- was only observed in the afternoon and was attributed by [1980, personal communication, 1980] using the scanning
Liljequist to metamorphism rather than to zenith angle. This radiometer of the Nimbus 7 satellite. For that work all snow-
is a possible complicating factor in all of these studies.) covered scenes at the same zenith angle are considered

Choudhury and Chang 119811 added 'surface reflection' to equivalent, regardles of geographic location. However, for
their model, as described in section E4 above, in order better the I month of data available so far (November 1978), nearly
to match the November measurements of Liljequist. But in all of the scenes were over Antarctica. These observations of
order to get even this slight steepening of the d(p) shown in Stowe et al. plotted as the histogram in Figure 12b show a
Figure 12b they had to use what seems an unreasonably steeper decrease in albedo as po decreases. It is probably
small slope variance s2 = 0.01, which would be more premature to comment on the differences between Stowe's
appropriate for a glazed crust than for the dry snow grains of observations and the model predictions, since many factors
Antarctica. The point we wish to emphasize here is that the remain to be considered, but it is noteworthy that both
addition of even this extreme amount of surface reflection is model and observation agree on a range of about 70-73% for
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0 oThis was pointed out by Liljequist [1956, p. 88], Grenfell and

008- Maykut [1977, p. 457], and WWI (section 5d). This 'spectral
00o6 ] shift' effect (named by CF) dominates the contrary 'zenith
004- angle alteration' effect disci.ssed above but is moderated by

u 002 it, as seen in Table 173 of Rusin [ 1961inFgur
oo An example of the spectral shift effect is shown in Figure

--0o2 -13, which is taken from Grenfell et al. 119811. The difference
-004- oý - dcac is plotted, where ,I, was based on the spectral

r-006 albedo measurements and was calculated by Grenfell et al.

Fig. assuming a fixed spectral distribution of incident radiation
-oo_ __ _ characteristic of an intermediate cloud thickness. Under a

""300 3W 400 450 500 550 600 thick overcast the albedo is found to be 1-9% higher than it
INC1OCNT RRA9A (W/'n?) would have been under an intermediate cloud condition.

Fig. 13. Effect of cloud cover on spectrally integrated snow
albedo. The difference between observed and calculated spectrally An interesting exception to the general rule that snow

integrated albedos is plotted versus incident irradiance (which is albedo is higher under cloud cover has been reported by CF
here approximately proportional to atmospheric transmissivity, to occur at very low sun and can be directly traced to the
because the measurements were all made between 1100 and 1400) much steeper dependence of j on p0 that they found at these
for snow in the Cascade Mountains. 'Calculated' albedos were sun angles (Figure 12b). At 'he low solar elevations encoun-
calculated by Grenfell et al. [19811 using observed spectral albedos
with a fixed incident spectral distribution characteristic of an terd by CF at the south po.. the change in effective zenith

intermediate cloud thickness. The straight line is a least squares fit angle caused by clouds is apparently more than able to
to the data points. (Figure 5 of Grenfell et at. [19811. Reprinted by compensate for the spectral shift effect.
permission of Elsevier.)

L. BIDIRECTIONAL REFLECTANCE OF SNOW

1. Complete Description (for Satellite

;t 0.2. Of all the surface types examined by Stowe et al., Measurements)
snow was the only one in which the atmospheric path length The radiation reflected by a snow surface is not distributed
effect was able to dominate over the surface albedo effect. In uniformly into al! angles. If it were, then the principle of
order to be consistent with these planetary albedos. the po reciprocity [Siegel and Howell. 1972] would indicate that
dependence of the snow surface albedo would have to be snow albedo was independent of 6o. The pattern of reflec:ion
even smaller than the modest dependence given by the delta- is described by the anisotropic reflectance function f, which
Eddington model, depends on the source zenith angle 00, detector nadir angle

In summary, (1) the delta-Eddington method underes- f', and the relative azimuth 49' - 00. The bidirectional
timates albedo at low sun (the magnitude of this underesti- reflectance R is the product of the albedo and f, as given by
mate could be determined by doing a more exact calcula- equation (1). If the surface conditions depend or. azimuth, as
tion), and (2) the Antarctic planetary albexdo measurements is the case for the oriented sastrugi at the south pole, f is
of Stowe et al. and the Antarctic surface albedo measure- actually a function of the two individual azimuth angles 00

ments of Carroll and Fitch are mutually inconsis!. It. and 0' rather than merely of their difference, but this
Our detailed discussion here of extreme zenith angles (0o complication is usually ignored;f may also depend on snow
90*) is important for focusing on discrepancies between grain size and snow depth.

model and observation, but it has very limited relevance for Satellite detectors with narrow fields of view measure R at
the snow energy budget. Even at the north and south poles, only one or a few angles. In order to obtain the planetary
only 3% of the annual irradiance is received at po < 0.1 (o > -ibedo from individual satellite measurements it is thus
84.3), and only 13% at p0 < 0.2 (Go > 78.5*). At other necessary to have prior knowledge off Measurements off
latitudes these percentages are even smaller. have been made at the surface by Middleton and Mungall

K. EFFECTS OF CLOUD COVER ON SNOW ALBEDO (19521 and Dirmhirn and Eaton [1975], from low-flying
aircraft by Griggs and Marggraf[1967] and Salomonson and

1. Monochromatic Albedo Marlatt [1968b1 (with more details by Salomonson and

The only effect of cloud cover on monochromatic albedo is Marlatt [1968a]). and from satellite by Stowe et al. [1980,
to diffuse the radiation, changing the effective zenith angle. personal communication, 19801.
The effective zenith angle for purely diffuse radiation is Because the single-scattering phase function varies with
about 50*. Thus as shown in Figure 12 of WWI, the interposi- wavelength,fcould additionally be a function of wavelength.
tion of a cloud layer between sun and snow causes spectral However, Griggs and Marggraf [1967] have found f to be
snow albedo to increase for to < 500 and to decrease for to > independent of X, at least for 0.44 - x -s 0.96% am. If this
50*, the latter being the normal situation over snow-covered holds also at longer wavelengths (which seems unlikely), it
surfaces. means that f can be obtained from spectrally integrated

measurements.
2. Spectrally Integrated Albedo Figure 14 shows the results of the *wo most comprehen-

Cloud cover is normally observed to cause an increase in sive sets of measurements. (Fhe other reports cited above
spectrally integrated snow albedo. This is because clouds included measurements at only a few angles.) Dirmhirn and
absorb the same near-infrared radiation that snow would Eaton [19751 measured f for a melting snowpack five times
absorb, leaving the shorter wavelengths (for which snow (i.e., at five sun angles) on a single afternoon in Utah. (They
albedo is higher (cf. Figure 1)) to penetrate to the surface. reported that snow appeared glazed at sunrise and sunset,
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Fig. 14. Anisotropic r•eflectance functions for snow at the surface [from Dirmhirn and Eaton, 1975. Figure 3] and at

the top of the atmosphere (replotted from data of Stowe et al. [1980. personal communication, 1980]).

S~but since it was melting in the afternoon when measurements transfer solutions would be useful in this connection, al-
S~were taken, we doubt that glazing affected the measure- though surface roughness may be as important as doing the

•; ~menits.) A separate diagram is given for each solar zenith plane-parallel radiative transfer correctly, because of its two _
Sangle Oo; at each 0o, fwas measured at eight azimuths 4,' - effects discussed above: altering the effective zenith angle by i•
S•o~4 for four nadir angles 0': 0°, 30', 60, and 90'. In each putting some of the snow in shadow and trapping light by =•
S~diagram, f is proportional to the distance from the center of multiple reflections among troughs and peaks.

Sthe inner circle to the appropriate point on the curves, but -

Sfor use it must be normalized for each diagram so that 2.Aiuhll vrgdBiietoa

S"•~ ~~ f i J f(o P'4, ' - •) P. d•' d4,' =- (4) Reflectance (for Flux Calculations)

S~For radiation budget calculations which produce only
S~The solar beam is taken to be incident from below. There is fluxes and not intensities, the full BRDF is not needed. One
Senhanced reflectance in the forward direction, and the only requires the albedo and the azimuthally averaged

Sanisotropy inc eases as" po decreases (i.e., as the sun goes anisotropic reflectance factor ~
down).

•" ~ ~~Stowe et al. [19&•01 have taken scanner data from the Ji~a,., 8')= f0, , '- )d'
s: Nimbus 7 satellite and grouped them into bins of (80 , 9', 4,' -

4i0o). Since the satellite did not examine a single target at all S. G. Warren and W. J. Wiscombe (unpublished data, 1980)
Sangles, the measurements from all snow surfaces on earth derived a parameterization for f from observations of snow

•: = • were treated together and assumed to have the same f. reflectance. They then used it to apportion the model-

:" • However, at the time of this pilot experiment (November calculated snow albedo among the refl~ection nadir angles 0'.
• • • 1978) most of the earth's sunlit snow area was actually in the In Figure 1S are plotted values of f they obtained from
i+ • Antarctic, so the results of Stowe et al. (top of Figure 14) are azimuthal averaging of measurements off from four reports.

really representative of a snow surface uncontaminated by Each set of connected points corresponds to a particular
Svegetation. They show less anisotropy than do the mea~sure- zenith angle 00. A straight line was fit to each of these 10

S • ments at the surface. This difference may partly be due to the plots:
Sdiffusing effect of the intervening atmosphere, but there may
Salso be an actual difference inf between the two snow types f = 1 + b(p&' - 1) (5)

_ g (dry, clean, fine-grained Antarctic snow versus old, melting, (The data in Figure 15 have been normalized so that the least

from only a small sample of the satellite data and will be The slopes b of these lines are plotted versus the solar

augmentd.in.th f . . . ... zenith cosine p0 in Figure 16. They show approximately a
-• • lnTe bidirectionlal reflectance of snow has not been mod- i~near delpendence, on p. so the, resultling paramernterization
S• eled since the work of Barkstrom and Quer~feld [ 1975] forris

:: reviewed in section E2 above. The doubling [Hansen, 1969] '
-- or discrete oridinates tStamnes and Swanson, 1981] radiative ftpg, ji') = [3/(3 - b)][1 + bqi•° - 1)] (6)

S • _ -0
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-9 - many purposes one can simply assume a snow emissivity of
0 SA•MoNSC4 h ARLATT about 99%, as was measured by Griggs [19681.
05 MIoLET:4 a ML'NGALL ./ Berger [1979] adapted the derivations of Bohren and

1. ý GRIGGS SMARGGRAF 4

A, DIRMHIRN a EATON Barkstrom [1974] to the limit of large absorption as described
16 / in section E2 above. His calculated emissivity (Figure 17) is
tli 5 independent of grain size but decreases slightly with increas-

ing density. This calculated density dependence may depend
L4' - on the particular regular array of spheres assumed by
13' / •- Berger, as noted above.
12 The albedo model of WWI was used to calculate emissivi-

6- eA -.* ty (Figures 8b and 1 lb of WWI) by virtue of Kirchhoff's law
S._...~ [Siegel and Howell, 1972, p. 70]:

er 4 ---
,,- e(Oo, X) = I - a,(Oo, X)

where a, is the albedo for zenith angle 00 and E is the
.0 directional thermal emissivity at the same wavelength into

10 9L 2 Jthe viewing (nadir) angle 00. Figure 18 shows the calculated
NADIR ANGLE COSINE p.' dependence of snow emissivity on wavelength, averaged I

Fig. 15. Azimuthally averaged aisotropic reflectance fu " over emission angle for five grain sizes (Figure 18a) and for a
of snow as a function of nadir angle cosine L', scaled so that. (1) = single grain size r = 100 pLm at four emission angles (Figure
1.0 for the least squares linear fit of each data set. The data points 18b). Since these calculations were done without a near-field
were obtained by azimuthally averaging charts published in four correction, we do not show results beyond 40-pm wave-
reports, as follows: Salomonson and Marlatt 11968a. b]: Measure- length, and the results plotted may already be somewhat
ments off for snow (depth unspecified) in Utah and Wyoming from
aircraft 120 m above the surface, wavelength channel 0.55-0.85 an. inaccurate at X = 20 Am, especially for r = 50 pAm.
Results were very similar for the 2- to 4-pm channel. Middleton and The emissivity is sensitive to grain size only at certain
Mungall [1952]: Measurements at the surface using artificial incan- wavelengths. In particular, it is completely insensitive to
descent lighting. Plotted here are results derived from their Figure grain size over most of the Planck function for normal
3a for wind-packed snow. The anisotropy exhibited by this snow tres
sample was greater than for new snow fallen in calm. Observations trial temperatures, centered near X = 10 pm. The Mie
were made only in the plane of incidence, so there are insufficient results thus support Berger's [1979] assumption of no trans-
observations to do an azimuthal average for any zenith angles mission of IR radiation through ice spheres in this spectral
except 0- 0=, which is the case plotted here. Dirmhirn and Eaton range, which led to his prediction that emissivity would be
[1975]: Measurements made at the surface under natural sunlight, independent of grain size.
April afternoon in Utah, melting snow. Griggs and Marggraf[l%7,: The model of WWI does not compute a dependence ofe
p. 153]: Measurements from aircraft, 120 m above the surface of a Tde
snow-covered lake, Oregon, snow depth of -1 m. Measurements on p,. However, becauoz of the small penetration depth of
were made at coarse azimuthal resolution (A0 = 60o) but at eight thermal IR radiation in ice, 'surface roughness' on the scale
discrete wavelengths between 0.44 and 0.96 pm; f appeared to be of millimeters may affect emissivity. Berger's (1979] depen-
independent of wavelength. dence of e on p, is actually caused only by the relation he

obtained between p, and 'projected areas of surface and
subsurface particles' (his equations 27 and 28), which seems

wher ' = 1 .07J 0 - 0.84. The prefix 31(3 - b) is a actually to be a measure of surface roughness.

normalizing factor, chosen so that (4) is satisfied. The Because of the large m,, of ice throughout the thermal
dependences off on •o and L' are different, so (6) does not infrared, only a very thin layer of snow is already effectively
satisfy the reciprocity principle and is only a first attempt to
parameterize available data.

The measurements used to obtain (6) were made under a
variety of snow conditions with unspecified grain size, and it
is likely that (6) is not really correct for all wavelengths and o2
grain sizes. However, Wiscombe and Warren [1980b] found
that their radiant flux calculations were actually insensitive "- 0

to the functional form off; they obtained almost identical
fluxes whether they used (6) or, alternatively, assumed 0

isotropic reflectance. The largest differences in fluxes at the 0
surface occurred in the visible wavelengths and were at most ,,,

0.0.6%. o, -W

M. THERMAL INFRARED EMISSION FROM SNOW "

1. Emissivity I. .02 04 06 ce Lo
We have taken many pages to discuss the solar reflectance SOLAR ZENITH COSINE I~o

of snow, yet its infrared emission deserves only a few Fig. 16. Slopes (b in equation (5)) of the lines in Figure 15 are
paragraphs. The reason for this is that the infrared emissivity plotted here versus p.. The line is a least squares fit to the points.
of snow is quite insensitive to snowpack parameters. For Symbols refer to the &. a sources given in Figure 15.

4 - -.
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semi-infinite, so e is independent of snow layer thickness. UOC,
Small amounts of impurities will also not affect e. r-WO- Cl•_

S= Figure 18b shows that the emissivity is near 100% for
overhead viewing (0,,, = 00) but is significantly lower for se-
large nadir angles. Thus the satellite viewing angle should be
taken into account when inferring snow temperatures from .. sosm
satellite infrared channel (X - 11 pmn) emission measure- so
ments. The results in Figure 18 were obtained using the
delta-Eddington approximation, so for 0ot 800 the true 25-

emissivity may actually be lower than that shown.

2. Brightness Temperature - (el

If e < 1, the brightness temperature TB at a single WAVELENGTH~ 4a
wavelength will be smaller than the true temperature T. The WAELNTooin
difference TB - T depends not only on e but also on
wavelength because of the variation of the Planck function 0`
with wavelength. J. Dozier (personal communication. 1981) 40

has calculated TB - T for 3 :S X 5 14 ju for snow near the
melting temperature, plotted in Figure 19. The assumption
that snow is a blackbody could lead to an underestimate of
temperature by as much as 2.5 K at X = 14 pn and 8' = 75*. 36

However, the estimation of snow temperature from satellites
will likely be subject to more error from uncertainty in s ,,,CW,0Its.If
atmospheric transmissivity than from uncertainty in snow M .,""-",Ft 1 .94-M
emissivity. (hi

N. REMOTE SENSING OF SNOW 3 5 7 0 20 30 40

I. Snowpack Properties From WAVEL.NGTh(pii
Aeo eum tFig. 18. Thermal infrared emissivity of snow as a function ofSAlbedo Measurements wavelength, according to the model of WWI. (a) Hemispherically

Dozier et at. (19813 have used the model of WWl to averaged emissivity for snow grain sizes r -50, 100, 200, 500, 1000
calculate snow albedos integrated over channels i and 2 of ppm. (b) Directional emissivity for four detector nadir angles.
the NOAA Tiros N satellite (0.5-0.7 pin and 0.7-1.0 pmn,
respectively). The hope is to deduce grain size from a near-
IR channel, where depth and contaminants have no effect on earlier date, April 12, the snow-covered lakes are brighter
albedo, and then use the deduced grain size together with the than the intervening forest in both channels. Two weeks
channel 1 data to infer snow water equivalent depth below later, much of the snow had melted, so that on April 27 there
some threshold value around 100 mm. Among the difficulties wswas less contrast in both channels between lake and forest.in this approach are (1) the conversion of bidirectional On both of these dales it is apparent that for snow the near-
reflectance to albedo, (2) the poor location of channel 2 for IR reflectance is smaller than the visible reflectance, in
this purpose (an ideal channel would be located in the region agreement with Figure 1. The forest exhibits the opposite
1.0--1.2 in, where the sensitivity of albedo to grain size is behavior, in agreement with the known spectral reflectance
greatest), and (3) the tact that visible albedo reduction can be
due to impurities as well as to thinning of the snowpack. ore plants wGte 1 ]oullytinth futurem ts

work will be combined with ground truth measurements ofDozier et al. were apparently able to detect the thinning of snow depth.
the snowpack at the end of the melting season on some Some experiments at the surface which are relevant to this
Canadian lakes. Figure 20 is taken from their work. On the problem are being done by O'Brien and Koh [1981]. They

observed the change in spectral reflectance (using a few
narrow-band filters) as a thick snow cover decayed, docu-

1.00 menting the transition from the spectral reflectance of snow
to the spectral reflectance of grass. As is expected (Figure 13
of WWI), the underlying surface first begins to 'show

OUT .through' in the visible wavelengths and is evident in the near
IR only when the snow cover is much thinner. Because of

0.4 the somewhat crude experimental setup, these results are as
GAS yet only qualitative.

Detection of the dust content of snow has been attempted
by Sydor et al. [1979] for polluted snow in Duluth harbor.

o." ,- ... 1 t 1.40 However, dust was reported as rates of deposition rather
4 6 tO 10.0 than as weight fractions in snow, so no direct comparison

~ ~"'with a model can be made.FigJ 17. Emissivity as a function of wavelength for various snow
- de~nsilies, according to the model of Berger [19791. (Figure 7 of Matson and Wiesnet [f981] describe the routine global

Berger (£9791.) mapping of snow cover using visible-channel imagery from
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channel cannot distinguish between thin cloud cover over

-A bare ground and snow cover, but these can be distinguished
SI:[8 •* • min the visible channel; a bispectral method should thereforeLu be quitg reliae rl flecas a snow cloud discriminator. Tests of the

:•:• •- ! f •r. utility of the 1.6-pmn channel are under way by comparison :
• • : "" [rwith results from human analysis of satellite imagery, who

+ _ ~~use pattern recognition methods [Woronicz, 19811, or from -:•a wavele ground-based observations of snow and cloud R. Barry,o
.personal ommunication, 1981).)
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- + •Solar, Infrared, and Microwave SpectraTable 2 offers a rough allocation of the snow parameters
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TABLE 2. Parameters Affecting Albedo and Emissivity of Snow dependence of albedo. Craig Bohren and jeff Dozier also made
many helpful suggestions. This work is supported by NSF grant

Thermal Micro- ATM-80-24641, and the computations were done at the National
Visible Near-IR infrared wave Center for Atmospheric Research. The first draft of this paper was
Solar Solar Emis- Emis- presented as an invited review at the Joint U.S.-Canadian Workshop

Albedo Albedo sivity sivity on the Properties of Snow, April 1981 (sponsored by CRREL and

Grain size (+) yes yes Montana State University).
Zenith (or nadir) angle (+) yes yes yes
Depth yes yes
Contaminants yes REFERENCES
Liquid water content yes Ackerman, T. P., and 0. B. Toon, Absorption nf visible iadiation in
Density yes atmosphere containing mixtures of absorbing and nonabsorbing
Temperature yes particles, Appl. Opt., 20. 3661-3668, 1981.

TAmbach, W., Untersuchungen zum Energieumsatz in der Ablations-
The sign +means only if snowpack is thin or impurities are zone des Grdnldndischen Inlandeises. in Expedition Glaciologi-

present. que Internationale au Groenland, vol. 4, pp. 76-78, Bianco
Lunos, Copenhagen, 1963.

Ambach, W., and H. L. Habicht, Untersuchung der ExtinKtionsei-
No attempt is made here to subdivide the microwave genschaften des Gletschereises und Schnees, Arch. Meteorol.

region. If that is done, one may find that the emissivity is Geophys. Bioklimatol., Ser. B, 11, 512-532, 1962.
Barkstrom. B. R., Some effects of multiple scattering on theinsensitive to some of the parameters in Table I at certain distribution of solar radiation in snow and ice, J. Glaciul., 11, 357-

wavelengths. 368, 1972.
-+ The thermal infrared emission can be used to obtain snow Barkstrom, B. R., and C. W. Querfeld, Concerning the effect of

temperature. But a multiplicity of factors are seen to affect anisotropic scattering and finite depth on the distribution of solarradiation in snow, J. Glaciol., 14, 107--124, 1975.
the optical properties of snow in other spectral regions. In rdaini nw .Gail,1,1714 95Bergen, J. D., A possible relation between grain size, density, andorder to detect individual snow parameters unambiguously light attenuation in natural snow cover, J. Glaciol., 9, 154-156,
from satellite, one must therefore examine the snow at 1970.
several wavelengths simultaneously. Bergen, J. D., The relation of snow transparency to density and air

permeability in a natural snow cover, J. Geophys. Res., 76, 7385-
0. RECOMMENDATIONS FOR MODELING 7388, 1971.

AND EXPERIMENTAL WORK Bergen, J. D. A possible relation of albedo to the density and grain
ANDsize of natural snow cover, Water Resourc. Res., 11 745-746,

To test the theoretical radiative transfer models, more 1975.
visible and near-IR measurements are needed of monochro- Berger, R. H., Snowpack optical properties in the infrared, CRREL

Rep. 79.11, U. S. Army Cold Reg. Res. and Eng. Lab., Hanover,matic flux extinction and of the zenith angle dependence of N. H.,1979. (Available as NTIS AD-A 071 004/6GA from the
monochromatic albedo n situations where all relevant snow Nail., Tech. Inf. Serv., Springfield, Va.)
parameters (see Table 2) are measured simultaneously. The Blevin, W. R., and W. J. Brown, Effect of particle separation on the
spectral emissivity in the thermal IR should be measured as a reflectance of semi-infinite diffusers, J. Opt. Soc. Am., 51, 129-
function of density and viewing angle. Reflectance measure- 134, 1961.

Bohren, C. F., and B. R. Barkstrom, Theory of the optical proper-ments for unusual snow conditions would also be useful, ties of snow, J. Geophys. Res.. 79, 4527-4535, 1974.
such as snow covered with firnspiegel and rapidly melting Bohren, C. F., and R. L. Beschta, Snowpack albedo and snow
snow which may have a high liquid water content. Special density, Cold Reg. Sci. Technol., 1, 47-50, 1979.
attention should be devoted to characterizing absorptive Bolsenga, S. J., Spectral reflectances of freshwater ice and snow
impurities in snow. from 340 through 1100 nm, Ph.D. thesis, Univ. of Mich., Ann

Arbor, 1981.For remote sensing applications, angularly detailed mea- Bryazgin, N., and A. Koptev, Spectral albedo of snow-ice cover (in
surements of the bidirectional reflectance for various wave- Russian), Probl. Arktiki Antarkt., 31. 79-83, 1969. (Probl. Arctic
lengths, grain sizes, and surface conditions should be given Antarct.. EngI. Transl., 29-32, 355-360, 1970.)
high priority. Carroll, J. J., and B. W. Fitch, Dependence of snow albedos on

solar elevation and cloudiness at the south pole, J. Geophys. Res.,Topics for future modeling include the study of near-field 86, 5271-5276, 1981.
effects, nonsphericity, and surface irregularity and the pre- Chernigovskii, N. T., Radiational properties of the ice cover of the
diction of bidirectional reflectance rather than merely fitting central Arctic (in Russian), Tr. Arkt. Antarkt. Naucho Issled.
it empirically. Inst., 253, 1963. (Hydrometeorology of the Polar Regions, En-

glish translation, Israel Program for Scientific Translations, Jeru-
N.Ackerman and Toon [19811 hae salem, 1967.)Note added in proof.ave Choudhury, B. I., Radiative properties of snow for clear sky solarcalculated single scattering from atmospheric ammonium radiation, Cold Reg. Sci. Technol., 4, 103-120, 1981.

sulfate particles containing soot and have shown that the Choudhury, B. J., and A. T. C. Chang, Two-stream theory of
absorption is indeed enhanced by putting the soot particles reflectance of snow, IEEE Trans. Geosci. Electron., GE-17, 63-
inside the transparent sulfate particles. To reduce the aero- 68, 1979a.

Choudhury, B. J., and A. T. C. Chang, The solar reflectance of asol single-scatterinp albedo from 1.0 to 0.85 required 10-20% snow field, Cold Reg. Sci. Technol., 1, 1261-128, 1979b.
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Greenland Ice Cap, U.S. Army Snow, Ice Permafrost Res.particles embedded in ice grains, as was speculated in Estab., Res. Rep. 19, U.S. Army Cold Reg. Res. and Eng. Lab.,
section HI above. Hanover, N. H., 1956.

Dirmhim, I., and F. D. Eaton, Some characteristics of the albedo of
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